
Trimmer activation and adjustment

+

ALC+ steering system assembly

Hangpoints configuration
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13-14. Unscrew the quicklink and remove the trimmer strap (hidden under neoprene cover).
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5-8. Loose the trimmer strap and get some out of the buckle.

9-10. Place the plastic buckle mid-length of the trimmer strap.

11. Trimmer at half travel.
12. Closing the trimmer.
13. Trimmer closed.

1-4. Slide the neoprene cover off the plastic buckle and trimmer strap.

Limited activation of the trimmer (up to half of its travel)

Complete trimmer activation (full travel)
In case of full activation of the trimmer you need to assemble the ALC+ system as well. See the  
ALC+  assembly instruction further on.

In order to fully activate the trimmer do the following.
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22-24. Grab the loop used to close the trimmer and put it through the final loop of the trimmer 
strap. 
Remove the oring, then take the elastic off the quicklink and put it through the loop which 
is fixed to the buckle.

16 17

25-27. Put the elastic on the quicklink again.

16-17. Remove the cover off the strap.

18-21. Move the plastic buckle to the end of trimmer strap.

28-30. Put the oring on the quicklink (twisting it by 180 degrees), screw the quicklink by hand 
and tighten it with a wrench.

18 19 20 21

23 2422

2625 27

29 3028
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31. Ready-to-use risers with full trimmer 
travel.   

NOTE: In this configuration it is 
necessary to assemble the ALC+ 
steering too (see below)

31

32

32. ALC+ assembly kit (each paraglider size 
requires different length of the lines)

31
33. Unpack the paraglider, spread the lines & risers and sort them out, separating the steering 

lines clearly on the outside.

34. Prepare the ALC+ kit.

35. Place the ball toggles near the risers.

33

34

35

36 37

36, 37. Spread the ALC+ lines so that the bigger loop (6) is placed by the lesser ball of the toggle.

ALC+ assembly

6 7
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38. The other loop must be attached to 
the outer steering lines gallery, the 
spot being marked by additional red 
jacket.

39. Loose the existing loop and put the 
lesser loop of the ALC+ line through 
it. 

40. Put the other end of the ALC + line 
through the lesser loop.

41. Lead the entire line out and make the 
knot tight.

43

44 45

46-50. Put the ALC+ toggle (including the elastic) through line loop and tighten the knot.

46 47 48

51 52 53

49 50

51-53. Clip the ALC+ toggel in its magnetic socket on the risers. 

42, 44, 45. Put the free end of the ALC+ line (bigger loop) through a loop placed at the D row 
quicklink (gray cover).

43. Make sure that the ALC+ line runs over the main steering line.

8 9
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54, 55. Put the elastic of 
the toggle through two 
metal rings. When 
working on the upper ring 
make sure that the elastic 
goes behind the TEA line 
(i.e. between that line and 
the risers).

56, 57. Starting from the 
upper ring lead the elastic 
between the ALC+ toggle 
and the risers, then put it 
through the strap loop 
placed above the trimmer 
buckle.

58, 59. Lead the elastic's end above the loop, between the elastic itself and the riser. Then put 
the end in the loop again (from below). 

60. Pull the elastic back in order to tighten the loop fixing.

54 55

56 57

58 59 60

Ready-to-use risers of the Universal with ALC+ steering assembled.
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The risers can be fixed to the harness in several 
points, depending on design and intended use of the 
harness. Therefore the risers of the Universal feature 
three points in which steering lines' pulley can be 
fixed, as well as three points are marked on the 
steering line where the brakes' handle should be 
attached, depending on the pulley location:

- upper

- middle

- lower

Moreover there are two positions prepared to fix the 
movable Easy Keeper's magnet.  

Unscrew the quicklink of the steering line pulley.

Slide the oring.

Remove the quicklink from the distance strap. 

Remove the distance strap from the middle loop.

Attach the quicklink directly to the loop and accordingly secure it with an O-ring.

Hangpoints configuration

12 13

Changing pulley position - from upper to middle
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Tightly screw the quicklink and you are done.

Moving the Easy Keeper magnet (depending on the position of the steering line pulley).

Open the velcro going around the riser. Place the magnet in desired position and close the velcro. 

Steering line pulley attache to the lower 
loop (Easy Keeper magnet in low position 
as well).

Steering line pulley attached directly to the 
riser's middle loop (Easy Keeper magnet in 
low position).
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